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Abstract 

 

Introduction 

Endoscopic endonasal surgery (EES) is fast becoming the method of choice to 

address pathology of the paranasal sinuses and skull base. It carries with it 

advantages in regards to visualization, magnification, avoidance of scars, reduced 

length of stay and patient morbidity. With its greater utilization there needs to be an 

appreciation of its potential limitations as well. The most feared and potentially 

catastrophic complication for the endoscopic surgeon is that of inadvertent carotid 

artery injury (CAI). This represents a challenging surgical environment, a high 

pressure / high flow haemorrhagic scenario which can result in exsanguination of 

the patient. Current treatment recommendations, such as nasal packing, can result in 

increased patient morbidity. Despite acute management, patients may still be at risk 

in the long term due to the potential of vessel spasm, thrombosis, cerebral insult 

secondary to embolism, pseudoaneurysm or even carotico-cavernous fistula 

formation. The aims of the studies presented in this thesis are to develop and 

evaluate safe endoscopic haemostatic techniques on different injury types, explore 

their mechanisms of action, report on the value of training surgeons in these 

techniques, while assessing the success of their use in the clinical setting. 

 

Methods 

A sheep model of carotid artery injury was employed to simulate the high pressure / 

high flow arterial bleeding environment. This allowed for different endoscopic 

haemostats such as a crushed muscle patch, aneurysm clip and bipolar cautery, to 

be randomised and evaluated on different injury types. The muscle patch was 
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assessed further on a series of large animal carotid lacerations, which were 

harvested at different time points and histologically analysed. The direct vessel 

closure technique in the form the AnastoClip (LeMaitre, Burlington, MA) was 

evaluated in a separate prospective large animal study. A retrospective review of 

surgeons who had undergone vascular injury training in our workshops who 

subsequently managed a CAI was conducted to evaluate the outcomes after 

vascular injury training. 

 

Results 

A crushed muscle patch and aneurysm clip proved to be effective in gaining 

haemostasis in the endoscopic carotid haemorrhage setting as well as maintaining 

normal carotid characteristics in the long-term. The success of the crushed muscle 

patch appears to be due to its ability to provide a seal of the vessel injury site and 

promote platelet aggregation, which is compounded by an acute and chronic tissue 

healing response. The AnastoClip was successful in gaining control of high 

pressure / high flow bleeding and maintains carotid patency in the long-term with 

minimal endoluminal penetration. Vascular injury trained surgeons are able to 

appropriately manage this catastrophic situation, a review of their CAI cases 

revealed a mortality rate of 0% with no permanent morbidity for their patients.  

 

Conclusions 

Studies presented in this thesis present evidence for new endoscopic haemostatic 

techniques. These have proved to be effective in the immediate setting as well as 

safe in the long-term, reducing the probability of pseudoaneurysm formation and 

maintaining normal carotid patency and flow. The training of surgeons in these 
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techniques has shown a direct benefit for patients, reducing the mortality and 

morbidity rate in the setting of CAI.   
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